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Hello Chapter “K” Krewe
Well I can’t believe where the time has gone this year. It seems like in a blink of an eye we are
coming to the end of 2018.
As I said in the September Article I would give a report on Wing Ding. I do know that Debbie and
I had a great time and spent all of our time at the Convention Center. Mike put together a few
rides for us however, we did not get a chance to do any of them. Boy, the time there went by so
fast! We did not have as many members as I wanted but, it was a great time never the less. It
was very nice to see through the eyes of Pierre and Karen Lorio. This was their first Wing Ding
and it sure appeared that they had a great time.
This October brings us to the Mississippi Rally on Oct 11th – 14th which gives us a reason to ride
the Mississippi coast. Looks like it is time for BBQ.
We are now looking forward to the Natchitoches Ride-In organized by Jim Berry coming up
November 2nd - 4th. Three days of riding and site seeing some of the nicest part of the state.
As always please check out the calendar of events on our website for any changes.
Isaiah 40:31 They shall mount up with wings like eagles
“We continue to make Louisiana Chapter K the best that it can be”
Tony Cefalu & Debbie Sutton
Chapter Directors
lakmail@chapterlak.net

Meeting 1st Monday 7pm Piccadilly Cafeteria, 2222 Clearview Parkway, Metairie, La
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Hello Chapter K
In the month of October there are Federal, State and other holidays. I will mention the important ones and touch base on
others.
Oct. 8 is a Federal holiday-Columbus Day. Oct. 13 is observed as the Navy Birthday. Oct. 16 is observed as Boss's Day.
Oct. 18 is a State Holiday in Alaska known as Alaska Day. Oct. 26 is observed as a State Holiday in Nevada known as
Nevada Day. And probably one of the best known holidays observed in the United States is celebrated on Oct. 31 known as
Halloween.
Monday, October 1, 2018, is our Chapter K Monthly meeting date. Karen is still taking orders for Chapter K shirts and the
final order is expected to be turned in near the end of October. So make sure you have ordered extra shirts, enough to last
you for at least another three years.
Mike Stevenson, our Chapter K Ride Coordinator, has some terrific rides for us this month. They can be found on the
Chapter K newsletter as well as on the Chapter K website calendar. The leave times and departure locations will be announced
at the monthly meeting. Any changes or additional information will be emailed out to you, the members, in a timely fashion.
Here is what is scheduled thus far:
October 1: Chapter K Monthly Meeting; Oct. 6: St. Francisville, LA The Francis Southern Table; Oct. 11-13: The
Mississippi State Rally in Gulfport, MS; Oct. 17: Pit Stop for Meet & Greet; Oct. 20: Medic First Aid at the Laplace
Library; Oct. 27: Rocky's and Carlo's Restaurant (in 'da parish) Chalmette, LA. And a heads up for the District Ride to
Natchitoches on November 2-4.
I thought we could have a little fun reading some excerpts from a RumbleOn site concerning Biker Terms. Let me know how
you like it.
Dictionary of Biker Terms Part One
When it comes to throwing yourself into motorcycle riding and the riding community as a whole, there's going to be a large
selection of things you're going to have to learn. For starters, it's pretty important to prioritize learning how to actually
ride a bike. If you don't know how to ride the proper way, odds are that your riding adventure might be a little short for all
the wrong reasons. You'll want to learn the different styles of bikes and what brand or model might suite what you're looking
for, along with the basics behind all the gear you're going to need. After that, you might feel perfectly informed and you're
ready to ride, right? Well, not exactly.
As can be true with any culture, part of the learning curve involved in being integrated into a new community involves familiarizing yourself with key terms. It doesn't just end there, because the biker slang out there could be a tell regarding your
riding experience. And while some people might not like to admit that first impressions matter, they do. So, why not try and
learn all everything ahead of time to make your transition a seamless one? And, as always, I'm a good friend, so I've made
it easy for you to make a home on the road or ace all those motorcycle trivia quiz tournaments. Check out some of the key
terms in this biker slang dictionary you'll want to know when you're involved in the motorcycle culture!

Hello Chapter K
Numbers
1%er (One-Percenter): If 99% of motorcycle riders are law-abiding citizens of society, then the rest is the 1%. These guys
usually display their outlaw affiliation on a diamond-shaped 1% patch.
1-Kicker: A well-tuned motorcycle that starts on the first kick.
2-into-1: Two exhaust pipes mated into one, such as two header pipes into one muffler pipe.
3-Piece Patch: Also called a 3 Patch, this is a configuration of back patches used by some motorcycle clubs. It’s organized
with a top patch (the name of the club), a center patch (the club’s logo), and a bottom patch (territory). The top and bottom
patches are referred to as “Rockers.”
6-Bends: Also called 6-Bend Handlebars, they are just that: Handlebars with six bends. These were popular in the 1970’s
Chopper culture.
81: This stands for "Hell's Angels," a pretty notorious motorcycle club. The eighth letter of the alphabet is H, while the
first is A. We'll leave it up to you to do the rest of the research on the group and come to your own conclusions.
99%er: The exact opposite of the 1%er. Often worn by an off-duty biker, first responders and emergency personnel, and
military. Sometimes worn by citizens as a social statement, but is often taken by 1%ers as a challenge.

A
ABATE: While this acronym has several meanings, ABATE is a social club and lobbying organization that seeks to preserve
and regain legal rights on behalf of the motorcycling community.
Aces and 8’s: Otherwise known as the Deadman’s Hand. This is the legendary poker hand drawn by Wild Bill Hickok just
before he was murdered.
Aftermarket: When you buy a new bike, you can just stick with the original, or gets tons of after market additions and
accessories.
AMA: You might hear fellow riders say this, and it's probably beneficial to know what they're talking about. This stands for
American Motorcycle Association, which is an organization know to put on races, rallies, and helps work within politics on
behalf of riders.
Ape Hangers: Motorcycle handlebars that usually have hand-grips above the shoulders. The name comes from the way the
bars make the rider look like “an ape hanging from a tree.”
Apex: When you're in a car, you turn around a corner. However, on a bike, you're looking for the apex of that corner. This
means the point closest to the curb or shoulder, usually between the entry and exit. Plus, it's a fun word to say.
ATGATT: Well, this seems like a bit of a mouthful, eh? But compared to much of the other slang, this is an important one.
This stands for "All The Gear, All The Time", and if there's one motto to live by when you're a motorcycle rider, this one
isn't a bad one.
(Credit to https://blog.rumbleon.com/dictionary-of-biker-terms-part-one)
"WE CONTINUE TO MAKE LA CHAPTER K THE BEST THAT IT CAN BE"
Sid Garaudy & Karen Cure
Chapter LA-K MECs
lakmec@chapterlak.net

Ride and Event Recap for September
Darwell’s Café- We didn’t quite know what to expect from this place. Marielou was correct, the décor is a bit
eclectic, a nice change for us. No florescent lighting inside! There is plenty of Christmas type lights strung in the
ceiling! The food was fantastic! This place is worth another ride!

Frenier’s Landing- A quick ride this time to just north of Laplace. Nice turn out for a Tuesday evening. We were
able to see several planets that night. To top it off we had a nice cool evening ride on River Road going home. Good
to see Vince too!!
Rita Mae’s Kitchen- If you couldn’t make this ride you missed a good one! The pre-meal stop at the Adams Cypress
Driftwood Museum was…ah…different. If you could see all the shapes and animals this man can see in driftwood you
would have quite the imagination!! Mr. Adams is a character! He was cracking jokes and seemed to enjoy us being
there. Rita Mae’s Kitchen is small but we did not have to wait to get a table. Chapter A members beat us there so
we had a place to sit!! Fresh seafood from two blocks away makes for a great meal.

We have rides coming up to the Old Country Store, Rocky and Carlos, The Francis Smokehouse, The Shed. The
Mississippi District Rally Gulfport and the District Ride In in Natchitoches La. Plenty of opportunities to get on the
bike and ride. Just check the Chapter ride calendar! If you can’t make any of these rides please suggest a ride on
our Chapter website. Include when you might want to make this ride so we can plan it so you can make that ride!!!

Ride Safe, Ride Smart
Mike and Becky Stevenson
LA Asst District Educators & Chapter Ride Coordinators
lakrides@chapterlak.net

Ain't Dere No More

Kolb’s Restaurant
CBD: 125 St. Charles Avenue
1899-1995
Kolb’s was founded just before the turn of the last century by Conrad Kolb. It’s home was a
fine three-story, galleried brick building built in 1846 as the
headquarters and townhouse of Daniel Pratt, a manufacturer of cotton gins. The restaurant became so popular that it expanded into the former Louisiana Jockey Club next door, in a similarly
venerable brick structure.
The most memorable part of the decor was Ludwig and his ceiling fans. The
original dining room of Kolb’s featured a marvelous leather-belt-driven ceiling fan system, running about a dozen fans. It had come from one of the exhibition halls of the Cotton Centennial
Exposition of 1884, held in what is now Audubon Park. Later, a wooden man dressed in German
garb was added to it. A name plate called him Ludwig, and he appeared to be hand-cranking
the whole array. (It actually was propelled by an electric motor mounted in the floor above.)
One of the
further curiosities of the ceiling fan system was that one fan turned the opposite direction
from all the rest.
The day I went to Kolb’s for lunch and saw that Angelo was gone was when I knew the restaurant’s days were numbered. With all the offices moving out of the CBD, all the new restaurants
in the area, and the continuing suspicion of what had
become to most people a very unfamiliar cuisine, Kolb’s no longer had a lunch crowd. Dinner
business was very slack. New management tried to revive interest with a long list of new
schnitzels with interesting sauces. But it was too little, too late. (From a Tom Fitzmorris story)

Question

Was there really a canal where Canal St is today?

Answer:
At a grand 171 feet wide,traversed by streetcars, taxis, automobiles,
cyclists and pedestrians, Canal Street is more then just a major downtown
thoroughfare. Throughout it's 210 year history, it also has served as an
entertainment district, shopping destination, parade route, and above all, a
gathering place for New Orleanians. Stand on this broad, bustling street
and you can see New Orleans' history all around you- from the historic
French Quarter to the modern Central Business District. You just have to
know where to look.
Canal Street dates back to 1807, when French surveyor Joseph Antoine
Vinache first conceptualized it. A canal linking the Mississippi River, Bayou
St. John and Lake Pontchartrain was planned in the empty green common
area that now comprises Canal Street, but it never came to pass. Instead,
the wide median became the heart of downtown.
So the answer to your question is NO ! Almost.

Run Roy, Run Gay
September 4th, Hurricane Gordon made landfall at the Mississippi Alabama coast.
However, before that landfall, it was pointing at New Orleans. Gay and I were the only
people to evacuate. We left on August 26 to beat the crowd. We have a place to go in
Blue Ridge, Ga. Once the hurricane changed course, it was now coming up I-59 toward
us. We rode every curvy road we could find in north Georgia, Tennessee and N. Carolina
to hide from the hurricane. It was a lot of miles but we did it. Only got caught in rain
three times. So now the threat is over, we can relax for a few days. Next thing you
know, Hurricane Florence is headed to N. Carolina. Are you kidding me. Now we got to
evacuate from up here. Here we go, made it back home before the storm. Man, this has
been one heck of a hurricane season for us.
However, take time to keep the people in the Carolinas in your prayers. They are going to
need it. Until next time, ride safe.

Hello Louisiana
Here it is an article from our Presidential Assistants, Bruce & Barb Beeman.
I’m the Director, Follow Me
What’s the difference between Directors who inspire a high level of Team engagement and those who struggle to get
them to simply do the bare minimum? The secret lies in knowing how to lead from the heart outwards.
Successful Directors inspire their Team by communicating their vision in a way that not only generates excitement, but
also motivates them to jump on board fully committed. They recognize the potential in their people. They coach their
Team members to go above and beyond their own expectations. And they routinely acknowledge their positive contributions.
While they hold their Team accountable, they also hold themselves accountable for their performance, too. Here are
some heart-centered tips on how to boost Team Member’s engagement in your Chapter and District to create a Super
Team:

Know your own strengths and weaknesses
If you want to lead others, first you must understand yourself. When you have a clear sense of your own strengths
and weaknesses and the impact your behavior has on others, your ability to engage with others will improve.
For example, let’s say you’re not good with numbers and you’re not real detail oriented. To impose your ideas on how
the books should be set up would not be a real smart move.
Knowing your own strengths and weaknesses gives you the ability to discern when your skills will add value or not and
keep you open to delegating and listening to people with other points of view.

Inspire your Team with a clear, compelling vision
To engage your Team and motivate them to achieve a goal, you must first have a clear and compelling vision of the future. Is the goal honorable, beneficial, and ethical and Member focused?
Defining the outcome in a way that resonates emotionally with your Team is a key part of your vision. Your belief in
your vision must be unshakable. You must believe that it’s not only possible, but desirable, essential, and inevitable.
You must convey this with absolute certainly. Only then will you inspire your Team to engage with you to make your
vision a reality.

Listen for possibility
Once your Team has bought into your vision, be sure to really listen to them, not only to hear their thoughts and input, but also to make sure they feel heard. People want to know they make a difference and that their insight and
opinions matter.
As you listen, focus on remaining present in the moment and being curious to hear other options. This will create true
dialogue with your Team and instead of simply taking orders they have a voice that’s heard.

Hello Louisiana
Continued
Coach Members to take leadership roles
The key to creating other leaders within your Team lies in coaching. Coaching people into action and helping them develop their own leadership skills means you not only get them to share decision making, but you also build a Team of
smart, confident, and self-directed people. This will make your life so much easier.
Through deep listening and skillful questioning, others can discover their own solutions to issues. Instead of being the
only person figuring out what to do next, you can help them develop their own problem-solving skills and come up with
their own solution.

Encourage constant improvement
Meeting with your Team regularly so you have a good idea of their strengths and interests will help in their ability to
contribute to your vision.

Always take care of your people
When it comes right down to it, you can’t inspire people without earning their trust first. Your Team needs to know
that you are looking out for them; you have their back, so to speak. They need to be recognized openly for the positive contributions they have made to the Team.
Don’t be afraid to be vulnerable yourself
A good leader will admit when they are wrong, understands that they don’t know everything, and see where their opinions may be getting in the way. No one has all the answers and great leaders admit there is always something more to
learn. They encourage honest feedback and take it to heart.
Are you a Director worth following?
Thank you and ride safe!
Bruce & Barb Beeman
Presidential Assistants
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GWRRA
LOUISIANA DISTRICT
PRESENTS:
RIDE-IN TO NATCHITOCHES
Friday - Sunday
November 2-4, 2018
Host Hotel - Quality Inn 5362 University Parkway (intersection of LA 6 and I-49).
Ask for Gold Wing Road Riders rate of $55 for King and $60 for 2 queen beds.
Other Hotels in close proximity:

Best Western, Comfort Suites, Days Inn,

Econo Lodge, Fairfield Inn, Hampton Inn, Holiday Inn Express.
DON’T FORGET TO CHECK OUT THE PLETHORA OF B&B’S DOWNTOWN!
OR, IF CAMPING, ONE OF THE 3 CAMPGROUNDS NEARBY

Registration Fee $5.00 per
person.
This fee includes:
3 guided rides:

SO MUCH
HISTORY!

Ride 1– The Perimeter
The Grand Ecore Visitor Center,
The National Fish Hatchery, Fort
St. Jean Baptiste and Northwestern State University.

Ride 2 - The Historic District Downtown River Bank,
Roque House and Gardens, LA
Sports Hall of Fame, KaffieFredericks General Store, Antique
Shops, Old Courthouse Museum,
Basilica of the Immaculate Conception, and Steel Magnolias Tour.

Ride 3 - The Cane River
Road
The Cane River Creole
National Historic Park, the Oakland, Melrose and Magnolia Plantations.

Refreshments each evening.
50/50 tickets each evening

Here is a listing of the fine,
locally owned dining establishments:

In the Historic District

SO MUCH
FOOD!
SO MUCH
FUN!
JOIN US.

Mayeaux’s Steak and Seafood
The Landing
Merci Beaucoup (lunch)
Papa’s Bar and Grill
Mama’s Oyster Bar
Hana Japanese Sushi Bar
Maglieaux’s on the Cane
The Pioneer Pub
Lazyone’s Meat Pie Kitchen

Others
Cane River Bar and Grill
French Market Express
Peggy’s Homemade Pizza
Mariner’s
The Trail Boss
The Cane River Commissary

GWRRA
LOUISIANA DISTRICT
PRESENTS:
RIDE-IN TO
NATCHITOCHES
Friday - Sunday
November 2-4, 2018
Rider Name:_______________________________

Cell #:___________________

Co-Rider Name:____________________________

Cell #:___________________

Address:__________________________________
Emergency Contact__________________
City:________________State:_______ZIP_______
Emergency Cell #____________________
GWRRA District___________Chapter___________
Registration Fee

$5.00

Number of Participants

____

Total remittance ____________
Mail registration form and check payable to GWRRA LA District to:
Jim Berry
90 Quail Ridge Drive
Monroe, LA 71203
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WHERE Y’AT?

The first member to e-mail me at lakmail@chapterlak.net
with the correct information will receive 10-50/25/25 tickets at the next
monthly gathering.
Tony Cefalu

Recipe Of The Month

1-1/2 sticks butter, melted
1 packet dry ranch dressing mix
2 TBSP chili powder
2 TBSP red pepper flakes
1/2 tsp garlic powder
10 oz bag soup crackers. or 2 sleeves saltines or Ritz Parmesan Cheese,
grated - optional
1- In a large bowl combine melted butter, dressing mix, chili powder, pepper
flakes, and garlic powder.
2- Add crackers, 1 sleeve at a time, and gently hand toss to coat the crackers.
Allow to rest in the bowl while the oven preheats to 250° F.
3 - Line a large cookie sheet with foil. Spread crackers out and bake for 15
minutes. Remove and sprinkle with parmesan cheese and flip the crackers over.
Sprinkle with more cheese and return to oven for 10 minutes.
———- NON BAKE Method Use same recipe as above except: ————
1/2 cup canola oil (in place of melted butter)
1 - Mix oil and seasonings in a ziploc bag or airtight container.
2 - Add crackers and gently mix to coat.
3 - Shake every 5 minutes or so until crackers are coated and no oil settles in
the bottom of the bag.
Do you have a recipe you would like to share?
Just email them to webmaster@chapterlak.net and we will place your recipe in the newsletter as
we receive them.
If you make this recipe, take a selfie and you will receive 5 tickets at the next Gathering

Blast From The Past
September 2009 Ride Calendar
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Chapter Merchandise

For more
information
Please
email
Karen
lakmec
@chapterlak
.net
$5.00

$8.00

If You Have Items For Sale, Please Send them To The
Newsletter Editors At webmaster@chapterlak.net

Chapter Members Special Dates

10-11
10-12
10-15
10-19
10-20
10-22
10-27

Mario Caluda
Debbie Sutton
Marcel Reynon
Sid Garaudy
Mike Stevenson
Jay Carlos
Johnette Beter

10-30 Dalton Gros
10-30 Sherry Gros

10-1997 Brian & Rosemary Wise

10-5 Mr & Mrs Lauricella
10-7 Andre & Gail Bordelon
10-9 Wayne & Margaret Andrus
10-25 Ray & Kaye Keller

IF YOU DON’T SEE YOUR NAME LISTED ON THIS PAGE FOR A BIRTHDAY OR
ANNIVERSARY, PLEASE GO TO OUR WEBSITE AND FILL OUT A NEW MEMBER FORM SO
THAT WE CAN ADD YOU TO OUR DATABASE.

Chapter Of The Year
2016

2014

2012

September Gathering
There were ? members and ? guests
Dumbo went to: Mike, we guess
Where Y’at: ?
Lost the Doubloon game: ?
Won the 1st 25/25: ?
Won the 2nd 25/25: ?
Prizes: ?

Louisiana District Rally 2007, 2009, 2010, 2011, 2014, 2016 & 2018
Award Winner Best T-Shirt. 2016 Best Polo Shirt
2010 Region A Rally Best Chapter Shirt

Contact Karen for pricing and availability
lakmec@chapterlak.net

“K” Member

4/11

“K” Member

4/10

Please help support Chapter ‘K’ by visiting those vendors who support us!

“K” Member

AD PRICES
Business
Card….$60
Dry Needling
Nutrition
Injury
Exercise

Quarter Page…
$120
Half Page…$240

GWRRA Chapter “LA-K”
Tony Cefalu & Debbie Sutton — Chapter Directors
Metairie, Louisiana

Friends for Fun, Safety & Knowledge

